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The Recognition of Soviet Russia

by the United States

an American Political Problem

THE policy of extending recognition to the Union of Socialist

Soviet Republics by the Government of the United States is

now being so forcibly thrust upon the attention of the American

people, as a measure whereby our commerce may be stimulated and

unemployment relieved, that it threatens to become a major political

issue.

The Hon. Joseph T. Robinson, Democratic leader of the Senate,

in a recent statement to the Scripps-Howard newspapers, said: "As

one feature in the policy of promoting amicable international rela-

tions and stimulating our foreign commerce, I believe that prompt

consideration should now be given to the establishment of diplo-

matic and trade relations with Russia."1

Following the same line of thought Representative Rainey, the

Democratic leader of the House, is quoted by the New York Times

as follows: "Our failure to recognize Russia is an economic crime.. .

.

In these times I think we should recognize Russia as a means of giv-

ing us an outlet for our surplus goods."2

Three days after the publication of Senator Robinson's views,

the New York Times quoted Senator Johnson, of California, to the

effect that
—"There are billions of dollars' worth of future orders

in Russia for American workers to fill, and in these times it is simply

economic idiocy for America, by its policies, to preclude Americans

from trade and commerce which so readily could be obtained."8

iNew York World Telegram, April 21, 1932.

2New York Times, April 26, 1932.

mew York Times, April 24, 1932.
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The importance of these declarations must not be underestim-

ated. We are in the midst of one of the bitterest struggles for party

supremacy in the campaign for the Presidency of the United States

that has ever been waged in the nation. Particular attention must,

therefore, be given to the fact that the Democratic leaders in the

Senate and House of Representatives are committed to a policy

fraught not only with danger to our own nation but to the world

at large. The sincerity of the new adherents to the little group

in Congress led by Senator Borah, which, for many years, has

advocated diplomatic relations with the Communist regime in

Moscow, is not for a moment to be questioned. These men in public

life have simply succumbed to the latest onslaught of the most

ably conducted campaign of propaganda which has yet been launched

in the United States by any foreign power. Surrounded by depres-

sion, submerged by appeals for relief, and unable to devote the time

essential for a detailed study of a complex problem, the daily news-

paper becomes the greatest moulder of thought in public life of the

present age.

This condition is peculiarly true of the United States, where

the press is notoriously free from government control and less sub-

ject to venal considerations than in any country of the world. The

reiteration, therefore, of the idea in the news columns of American

papers that a large expansion of trade with Russia can be accom-

plished by a modification of our policy toward the Soviet regime

established by the Wilson Administration, and continued by the

Department of State under Presidents Harding, Coolidge and

Hoover, is an achievement in the management of publicity rarely,

if ever, hitherto attained.

The outstanding figure in the Soviet campaign to secure credits

in the United States is not, in my opinion, Mr. Skvirsky, the un-

recognized Washington agent of the Communist Dictatorship, nor

Mr. Bogdanov, the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the

Amtorg Trading Corporation, but Colonel Hugh L. Cooper, engineer,

employee of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, President of

the American-Russian Chamber of Commerce, publicity man extra-

ordinary. The securing of such credits necessarily will result in the
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development of an economic and political system in Russia bitterly-

antagonistic to our own. Here follows some typical examples of

priceless propaganda spread before the American people in their

daily papers by Colonel Cooper:

Col. Cooper Bids

U. S. Aid Russia

For Prosperity

Prevention of War Also

Depends on Success of

Soviets, Says Engineer

Increased Trade is Urged

Labor Record Set on Dnieper
River Dam, He Declares

The prosperity of the United States
as well as of Europe, Colonel Cooper
declared, will be best advanced by
helping Russia through trade and tech-
nical co-operation.

"Capital never could have been assem-
bled privately to do what Russia is do-
ing. No one, who sees just what the
government has planned, can fail to ad-
mit that it is intelligently schemed to
give the great masses there the neces-
sities of comfort without the luxuries." 4

*New York Herald, Nov. 8, 1930. The statement attributed to Col. Cooper that
—"Capital

never could have been assembled privately to do what Russia is doing," is, in my opinion, nothing
more or less than bare-faced Communist propaganda. The Czarist regime constructed the 50,000
miles of railroads which are now being used by the Communists for the transportation of the pro-
ducts of many great industrial establishments, mines and oil properties developed by private
capital prior to the revolution. The Trans-Siberian Railroad was put through by the Imperial
Russian Government as one operation, and I recall very well that one of the foremost railroad-men
in the United States said many years ago, that the handling of this single unit during the Russo-
Japanese War was a masterly example of efficient railroad management. Now, the official organ
of the Soviet Government supplies abundant evidence of the fact that under the Communist regime,
disorganization has been the order of the day on the Russian railroads. I may add, that it will
be observed that the Colonel's statement, as a matter of fact, is general, and does not apply to
Russia alone, so that all the achievements of private enterprises in the United States, England,
Germany, France and throughout the world, are in reality covered by this blatant piece of propa-
ganda.
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COL COOPER URGES

U. S. TO AID SOVIET

Says at Buffalo That Russia's

Re-entry Into Trade Will

Break Economic Jam

AUDACIOUS EXPERIMENT"

BUFFALO, March 27 (AP) .— . .

.... "The most promising agency that
exists in the world today, therefore,
to supply the force that is needed to
break down the economic jam now
blocking world -trade channels is

Soviet Russia and its enormously
valuable undeveloped natural re-

sources. . . . .

The unfavorable regard with which
the "outside world" looks upon the
control by Communism in Russia, the
Colonel said, "will not change the fact
that these 160,000,000 people are try-
ing out the most audacious human ex-
periment the world has ever witnessed
and are achieving positive results that
demand very careful study by the pro-
ponents of private ownership."5

SNew York Evening Post, March 27, 1931.
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U. S. to Face Attack

In World Chamber
On Soviet Trading

International Congress Ex-
pected Squarely to Face
Issue of Relations With
Capitalistic System's Foe

President to Open
Session Tomorrow

Tariffs, Debts, Repara-
tions Likely To Be Criti-

cized as 1,000 Delegates

Study Aids to Business

By Theodore C. Wallen

WASHINGTON, May 2. — . .

Russia herself is not represented in

the International Chamber. Colonel
Hugh L. Cooper, the American engin-
eer who is president of the Russian-
American Chamber of Commerce in

New York City, is expected to come to
the congress prepared to meet any
questions of this nature that may
arise.6

The editors of the Herald-Tribune included in their caption

to this news article on the meeting of the International Chamber of

Commerce in Washington, a picture of Colonel Cooper under a

sub-title, "Ready to Tell About Russia".

Colonel Cooper, not being given an oportunity to air his views

before the International Chamber of Commerce, immediately issued

a pamphlet bearing the imprint of the American-Russian Chamber

of Commerce, embodying the speech which he had expected to

*New York Herald-Tribune, May 3, 1931.
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deliver. Commenting on this pamphlet, the New York Herald-

Tribune, under date of May 6, 1931, published an article, from which

the following is an excerpt:

Cooper Advises
Chamber to Bid
For Soviet's Aid

World Trade Program In-

volving Russia Advanced
by Engineer as Remedy

Potential Market Is Cited

New Yorker Closely Identi-

fied With Moscow Work

From the Herald Tribune Bureau

WASHINGTON, May 5.—Colonel
Hugh L. Cooper, engineer, of NewYork
City, speaking with an authority born
of association with the Soviet govern-
ment as director of huge engineering
projects in Russia, proposed to the
International Chamber of Commerce
today that a commission of business
leaders confer with the Soviet to work
out a world trade program.

"There is abundant proof that such
a conference would be welcomed by
Soviet officials," he said, broadly hint-

ing that in return for the extension
of financial credits the Russians would
consent to agreements for regulation
of production and distribution of their

excess material resources.

Among those who obtained copies of

the pamphlet in which Colonel Cooper
circulated his proposals a mild sensa-
tion was created, for although the en-
gineer did not claim to speak directly

for the Soviet, his close association
with the Russian government and his

sponsorship of Russian trade made his

words appear almost a bid for action
from Moscow. It was considered by
some as an indirect Soviet reply to
various suggestions that the dumping
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of Russian products had contributed
to the depression, and that business in
other countries should in retaliation
ban all trade with the Soviet.

Colonel Cooper in his pamphlet de-
clared that embargoes and boycotts
against Russia would only injure other
countries by delaying Russian rehab-
ilitation and hindering its potentially
great purchasing power. The engineer
predicted that with the establishment
of sound economic relations the an-
nual sale of goods to Russia would
amount to at least, $3,000,000,000, or
about five times the aggregate of its

1930 imports.7

About two weeks later Colonel Cooper delivered in St. Louis

the speech he had hoped to deliver in Washington. This address

was reported in the New York Times of May 23, 1931, under the

following title:

SAYS WE MISS CHANCE
FOR BIG RUSSIAN TRADE

Cooper Tells St. Louis Conference

of Credit Guarantees by

Other Nations.

ST. LOUIS, May 22 (AP).— . . .

Colonel Cooper delivered an address
which, he said, was scheduled to be
given May 5 before the International
Chamber of Commerce in Washington,
but was "sidetracked".. . .

On January 28, 1932, Colonel Cooper addressed a luncheon

meeting of the American-Russian Chamber of Commerce, of which,

as has already been pointed out, he is the President.8 Subsequently,

the American-Russian Chamber of Commerce published a pamphlet

7New York Herald-Tribune, May 6. 1931.

8The meeting was held at the Bankers' Club, New York City.
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embodying Colonel Cooper's address, and also, an address by Peter

A. Bogdanov, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Amtorg

Trading Corporation. On this occasion, Colonel Cooper said among

other things:

Examining world trade statistics for 1928, we find that
the average of imports and exports for the thirty leading
trade nations was about $62.50 per capita, or a total trade
turnover of about $125.00 per capita, and we also find

that in this same year the average Soviet imports and
exports were each about $3.00 per capita, or a total trade
turnover of S6.00 per capita. Considering the enormous
undeveloped natural resources of Russia, and the capacity
and character of its people, surely no one can challenge
the reasonableness of my belief that eventually the Russian
people will achieve at least one-fifth of the per capita
average of the thirty leading trade countries. This one
to five ratio would produce an annual trade turnover of

about $25.00 per capita, or an annual import and export
program amounting to $4,000,000,000. 9

Four months later, that is to say, on May 25, 1932, Colonel

Cooper expressed his views on Russian trade to the Cleveland Export

Club of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce. He was again in

the company of Mr. Bogdanov, the Chairman of the Board of

Directors of the Amtorg Trading Corporation. Extracts of Colonel

Cooper's remarks are to be found, set forth at considerable length,

in the June 15th issue of the Economic Review of the Soviet Union.

As this is the most recent address by the Colonel, of which I have

any record, a brief extract may not be out of place and will serve to

indicate the nature of the appeal, which unquestionably was a

potent influence in winning over the Democratic leaders in Congress

to support the policy, which this paid employee of the Soviet Union

is broadcasting throughout the United States:

The Russians have a stable government, the natural

resources and a national plan of development for the achieve-

ment of better standards of living, and their great desire

to raise the same, which would justify their buying in the

near future goods and services in our country at least at the

rate of one billion dollars a year. Such purchases, needless

to say, would effect a great reduction in the bread lines

sPamphlet embodying addresses delivered at the luncheon, p. 9.
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and the suffering incident thereto in this country, and have
a far-reaching effect on our national welfare.10 (emphasis
supplied).

This brief examination of the propaganda disseminated in the

United States by the President of the American-Russian Chamber of

Commerce11 will be incomplete without reference to other matter

distributed by that organization; for example, there is a pamphlet,

dated February 16, 1932, entitled "Trade with Soviet Russia" by

Thomas A. Morgan, President of the Curtiss-Wright Corporation

and of the Sperry Gyroscope Company; and, then, there is also a

pamphlet, dated March 17, 1932, entitled "The Russian Situation

as Observed by an American Railroad Man." This latter document

embodies an address by Charles A. Gill, Superintendent of Motive

Power, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, before the Baltimore Section

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Neither of

these pamphlets bears the imprint of the American-Russian Chamber

of Commerce, but the copies in my possession were obtained from

that source, and it is interesting to note, in connection with the

address by Mr. Gill, that a copy of the pamphlet appears to have

been placed by someone in the hands of Senator Borah, from which

he read extracts into the Congressional Record on April 29, 1932,

to controvert the views on the Russian question held by organiza-

tions, which the Senator is pleased to characterize as "self-styled

patriotic societies."12

Then, again, the American-Russian Chamber of Commerce

staged a luncheon at the Blackstone Hotel, in Chicago, on March

31, 1932, which was addressed by Mr. Bogdanov, Chairman of the

Board of Directors of the Amtorg Trading Corporation, and Mr.

Ralph Budd, President of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy

Railway Lines. Mr. Budd went to Russia as one of a committee of

^Economic Review of the Soviet Union, June 15, 1932, p. 270.

llln testifying before the Ways & Means Committee of the House of Representatives, Colonel
Cooper said: "We have not been engaged in propaganda. We do not know how." (p.96) After
reading the excerpts from the newspapers in this article, the Author ventures the opinion that this
is a statement on a par with another made by the Colonel, that he has "been in Russia for five

years"; (p.95) whereas, the fact is, as subsequently developed on page 110 of his testimony before
the Congressional Committee, Colonel Cooper has spent approximately one month a year in the
course of five years in Russia. Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Rep*
resentatives. Seventy-first Congress, Third Session, on H.R.15597, H.R.15927 and H.R.16517, Jan-
uary 27 and 28, 1931

^Congressional Record, April 29, 1932, p.9494.
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five American railroad men invited by the Soviet Government to

report to its railroad administration upon the conditions and possi-

bilities of development of the railroads now in existence, or contem-

plated, within the Soviet Union. Among other things, Mr. Budd

said:

A fair estimate of the cost of placing the 50,000 miles
of railroad in Russia on a standard comparable with that
of the railways in this country is $2,500,000,000. It is

probably conservative to say that 25,000 miles of new railway
should be built as soon as practicable. Some of this will

consist of secondary type of track, but with the necessary
motive power and equipment it will cost $1,000,000,000,
making the indicated outlay for improving and expanding
the railway system $3,500,000,000 if American standards
are followed.13

He added, however, that "it is by no means the unanimous

opinion of Russian railway officials that the American standards,

methods and practices of railway construction should be adopted,"

but, nevertheless, he unquestionably leaves in the minds of readers

of the well prepared pamphlet which embodies his address, an

impression that there is a great market for American manufactures

ready for the American business man to exploit.

In addition to this material selected from propaganda dis-

tributed, or issued, by the American-Russian Chamber of Com-

merce, here are two interesting and typical examples of how the

Communist regime secures priceless publicity in the American

press free of cost:

Mr. Lamont, who is the son of the Secretary of Com-
merce, went to Russia on invitation of the Moscow
government, which is worried over the fact that there

are only 30,000,000 head of cattle in Russia today com-
pared with 60,000,000 head three or four years ago, when
the small farms began to be absorbed into huge collective

farms on a vast scale.

His present trip is being made, he said last night,

simply in a consultative capacity and for the purpose of

looking over the situation. The Soviet government
recently offered him a position to direct the development

l3Pamphlet embodying addresses delivered at the luncheon, p. 13.
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of the Russian cattle industry, but until he has had a
glimpse of Russia and made his preliminary survey he
has preferred neither to accept nor decline the post.

At present, Mr. Lamont said, Russians have com-
paratively little beef to eat. What little they did have
has been cut in half by the action of the small peasants
during the last few years. When the government began
collectivizing the farms, many a small land owner, rather
than turn his bull or his heifer over to a communal enter-

prise, destroyed the beast and feasted14

By April 20th, Mr. Lamont knew all about it, and the New York

Times carried a press dispatch from Moscow, which reads in part as

follows:

A conviction that American officials and business
men should change their policy toward commerce with
Soviet Russia, was expressed today by Robert P. Lamont,
Jr., son of the United States Secretary of Commerce, after

surveying the country's cattle raising industry at the in-

vitation of the Soviet Government.

"The sooner Soviet Russia builds up itself the better

off the rest of the world will be", he said. This country
would be a vast market for foreign goods for some time,

he added, and the faster it developed the more goods
it would need.

Reiterating that his visit was without political sig-

nificance, he criticized the insistence of many in the
United States on withholding long-term credit facilities

for Soviet purchases and measures against Soviet exports
to the United States.

Personally, he said, he thought American business

men were "cutting off their noses to spite their faces" by
failing to grasp opportunities for extensive trade with
Russia.

"Personally I should like to see these boys get on their

feet," Mr. Lamont added."16

What Russian Trade Has Done To World Markets

A comparison of the statements which have been made by

men prominent in public life in advocating the recognition of the

Union of Socialist Soviet Republics and a policy of trade expansion

UNew York Herald-Tribune, March 9, 1932.

15New York Times, April 21, 1932. Mr. Lamont's impression of "the boys" after a few weeks
acquaintance is widely divergent from that of Rantzau, former chief of the German Diplomatic
Mission in Russia, who, after a long and intimate contact with the Communist rulers, said: "I
cannot make up my mind whether this is a lunatic asylum run by jail-birds, or a gang of jail-birds
run by lunatics. " Seven Years in Soviet Russia, by Paul Scheffer, p. 322.
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with Russia, with the arguments presented by Americans and

Russians alike who have either been in the employ of the Com-

munist Dictatorship or subject to its influence through past, present,

or prospective commercial relationships, demonstrates such sub-

stantial identity of viewpoint as to indicate beyond peradventure of

doubt the source of information, or, perhaps it might better be said,

misinformation, by which our governmental policies may be moulded

if our people do not give close attention to the situation which is

developing in the United States. The average American, hearing

or reading the arguments presented for the recognition of the

Union of Socialist Soviet Republics and trade expansion with that

country, should be pardoned if he has obtained the impression that

there is some restraint imposed by the Government of the United

States upon the export of our merchandise to Russia. As a matter

of fact, there is no law or regulation prohibiting the exportation of

American goods to Russia, and with the exception of the provisions

in the Tariff Act, which apply to all countries of the world with

respect to the products of convict or forced labor,16 there has been

no legal hindrance whatsoever upon the importation of Russian

goods. Indeed, so wide open have been our doors that the undoubted

purpose of Section 307 of the Tariff Act of 193017 has been, and is

now being, successfully avoided. It may then be asked, what is

the basis for the statements which have been attributed by the press

l6The most recent evidence which has been brought to my attention, that compulsory labor is

the order of the day within the Soviet Union is to be found in the following excerpt from a dis-

patch dated July 13, 1932, to the London Times, which reads as follows: "The Soviet labour re-
cruiting and trade union organizations have sent special squads to South Russia and the Ukraine
for the purpose of intercepting industrial deserters at the railway junctions, where they gather in
thousands on their way to their native villages." London Times, July 14, 1932.

l7Section 307 of the Tariff Act reads as follows:

All goods, wares, articles, and merchandise mined, produced or manufactured wholly
or in part in any foreign country by convict labor or /and forced labor or /and indentured
labor under penal sanctions shall not be entitled to entry at any of the ports of the United
States, and the importation thereof is hereby prohibited, and the Secretary of the Treasury
is authorized and directed to prescribe such regulations as may be necessary for the en-
forcement of this provision. The provisions of this section relating to goods, wares,
articles, and merchandise mined, produced, or manufactured by forced labor or /and
indentured labor, shall take effect on January 1, 1932; but in no case shall such provisions
be applicable to goods, wares, articles, or merchandise so mined, produced, or manufactured
which are not mined, produced, or manufactured in such quantities in the United States
as to meet the consumptive demands of the United States.

"Forced labor", as herein used, shall mean all work or service which is exacted from
any person under the menace of any penalty for its nonperformance and for which the
worker does not offer himself voluntarily.

In the course of the last session of Congress, a large delegation of representatives of com-
mercial, industrial and patriotic organizations appeared before the Secretary of the Treasury
to submit evidence that the products of Soviet Russia fell within the scope of the provisions of
the section hereinabove quoted. For reasons not acceptable to the petitioners, the Secretary
of the Treasury has up to the present time declined to place an embargo on Soviet products;
therefore, efforts are being made to induce Congress to pass legislation which the Treasury Depart-
ment will be compelled to recognize as covering the situation which now exists.

[14]



to Senators Robinson and Johnson, and Congressman Rainey, which

are quoted in the opening paragraphs of this article? The answer

is very simple. The real basis for the diminution rather than the

expansion of exports to Soviet Russia, which these gentlemen are

seeking to stimulate, lies in the fact that the credit of the Soviet

Union is exhausted.

Mr. Paul Scheffer, the brilliant newspaper correspondent of a

great German daily in his recently published book, entitled "Seven

Years in Soviet Russia", makes the following pertinent comment on

the Russian offensive to secure credits abroad:

During the year 1931 Soviet Russia strained her credit

possibilities in the United States to the limit, and perhaps
beyond the limit, as evidenced by the heavy discount on
Soviet promissory notes which developed simultaneously
with this offensive. At the end of the year the Soviets
turned away from the United States. They had reached the
end of the rope. The world-wide slump in the prices on
world raw materials had resulted in huge losses for them,
and they knew that they had to make retrenchments.
They retrenched, but they used that awkward contingency, as

they use every contingency for political purposes: to show
the United States that recognition was necessary if American
trade with Soviet Russia were to prosper-, and, subtly to

whet America's competitive spirit vis-ct-vis of other countries.

The manoeuvre met with considerable success. American
industry was feeling the pinch of depressed markets. When,
in March and April, Soviet Russia entered the most serious

financial impasse she has ever experienced, her efforts

were discreetly seconded by American firms which had
reason to expect that the Bolshevists would in due time
take up the goods they had ordered in 1930. In March
negotiations between the National City Company and
Soviet representatives were begun in secret with a view to

compensating the National City Bank and its bond-holders
for losses they had sustained in Russia during the Revo-
lution. The famous prescription of old Doctor Stalin!

When it is a question of credits we talk of debts!18

(emphasis supplied)

The situation which now confronts us could not better be des-

cribed. Economic pressure is being applied to the United States for

political purposes in precisely the same way it was applied to European

nations to secure recognition, and the adoption of policies, by those

18 Scheffer, Paul, Seven Years in Soviet Russia, pp.332-333.
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countries which would aid the Communist regime in planting itself

firmly upon the necks of the Russian people. The recognition of

Russia by European nations, it must be well understood, has a

significance which goes far beyond the mere development of a

profitable trade between the Soviet Union and those other countries.

The by-play of politics in Europe is so complicated that no single

nation could view with equanimity the alignment of Soviet Russia,

possessed of a huge military machine and boundless natural resources,

with one of its historic rivals in the race for hegemony in Europe.

Hence, when the first great power succumbed to the blandishments

of the Bolsheviki, all the other leading nations of Europe quickly

fell into line. While it is probable that at this moment the Com-

munist Dictatorship desires time to complete the equipment of its

heavy industries to assure supplies of arms and munitions for the

Russian military establishment, and, therefore, would go to some

lengths to avoid rather than precipitate an international conflict, it

must not be forgotten that war is the hope of the proponents of

world revolution. Aside, however, from this state of affairs, which

should warn Americans to avoid financial commitments tending to

involve our country in the ultimate solution of Europe's international

relationships, the truth of the matter is, that Europe, far from profit-

ing by trade with the Soviet Union, has had its domestic markets

for many commodities completely destroyed by Russian "dumping".

Colonel Cooper has pointed out in a brief submitted to one of the

Congressional Committees "that the people of Russia on the whole

enjoy about one-tenth of the standard of living of the people of the

United States".19 While it is true that the difference between the

standard of living in Russia and that of other countries of Europe

is not so extreme as the difference in standards which exists between

Russia and the United States, nevertheless, the divergencies are

sufficiently great from the producer's standpoint, to be very destruc-

tive.

In an address delivered at Dusseldorf a few months ago, Dr.

Schacht, the former President of the Reichsbank, presented a most

^Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, Seventy-first

Congress, Third Session on H.R.15597, H.R.15927 and H.R.16518, January 27 and 28, 1931, p.114.
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illuminating analysis of the effect of Russian trade upon the eco-

nomic relations established between Germany and the Union of

Socialist Soviet Republics after Rapallo, and, according to a trans-

lation of an article appearing in the Riga Sevodnia of April 2, came

to the following conclusions:

1. From a superficial point of view the business trans-

actions of Germany with Moscow would appear to give an
actual profit, particularly in the matter of exchange of goods.
Some firms have made a profit out of the sale of their

products, but in general Soviet business is fraught with
loss to the national economics of Germany. Germany has
frozen up about two milliards of marks in Soviet long-term
acceptances, and, thanks to this, has bled the gold reserve
of the Reichsbank to the amount of half a milliard marks,
because it pays in foreign currency for one quarter of the
raw materials used for execution of the Soviet orders.

Therefore, we have an actual loss from Soviet business.

This without counting that the sale of Soviet raw materials
and foodstuffs in Germany, in its turn, causes unfair com-
petition to our internal trade and our agrarian industry,

because the prices at which the Soviet dumps its goods are
50 per cent, below our market values.

2. A country which has absolute need of credit, as it

has for fresh air, has no right to grant credits to another
country, even one of undoubted solvency, for long terms,
because in this process it bleeds itself and is obliged to cur-

tail its operations and productivity, as is the case at the
present moment in Germany. You may count up how
many hundreds of important and quite profitable establish-

ments have been closed in Germany during this last year,

owing to deficiency in working capital. All these under-
takings could have been saved by one milliard of marks

—

that is, one half of the credits we have granted the Soviet.

The closing of the existence of hundreds of concerns costs

Germany untold millions of marks, swallows up two or

three times the apparent profit from Soviet orders, and may
mean approach of catastrophe. Our industrials averred
that the Soviet orders would decrease unemployment, but
the exact opposite has happened. Besides this, by these

operations with Moscow, we earn the just reproaches of

our foreign creditors, who cannot understand why we should
have invested our short-term bank credits for two, three,

and four years terms, in a country the solvency of which,
at any rate at the present moment, is far from indisputable.

In this way we have handed a big trump card to our po-
litical opponents . . . .What will happen with our industrials

and the guarantee of the Reichsbank if the forecasts of many
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American, British, and French financiers and industrials

come true, the Five-Years Plan proves a failure, and the
Soviet Government is obliged, sooner or later, to suspend
payments. We shall not only lose two milliards of marks,
of which one-half will have to be covered by the taxpayer,
but we also risk the utter loss of our moral credit abroad.
I personally should not wish to express my final opinion
of the credit solvency and the longevity of the Soviet
authority. It is exceedingly difficult to form a clear

opinion in this complicated question. But for me one
matter is beyond a doubt: the system ruling in Russia,
of grandiose constructions based entirely on foreign credits,

must crumble. It is impossible to establish gigantic

concerns on credit when ten years may elapse before they
show a return for the capital invested. In the meantime,
there are required every month hundreds of millions of

foreign currency, for payment of debts, and Moscow
has no financial reserves There is no foundation for

optimism with reference to the future of the Soviet Govern-
ment and its solvency. The world crisis has only hastened
the evidence of the internal complaint in the Soviet
economic organism, and exposes more fully and deeply the
diseased tissues. It is time for Germany, particularly

its business community, to leave the sphere of illusions

and to proceed to a sober analysis of matters and circum-
stances surrounding us. Confessing our mistakes, we
should have the manliness to strike a clear and honest
balance of the relations between us and Moscow.20

That is the opinion of one of Europe's foremost financiers with

a world wide reputation as an economist of the first rank upon the

relationship of trade with Russia to the German financial crisis.

This German financial crisis, be it noted, has already cost the

American tax-payers $250,000,000 a year, through a Moratorium

which, in all probability, will have to be extended.

Viewing the situation from the standpoint of a newspaper

man, Mr. Paul Scheffer, who, as has already been stated, spent

seven years in Russia as a correspondent of one of the leading

German daily papers, makes the following comment on the business

policies of the Soviet Union, which in substance corroborates the

views of Dr. Schacht:

Overstepping the Commercial Treaty, the Foreign

Trade Monopoly was perfecting its own organizations

2QThe Patriot (London), April 21, 1932, p.328.
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in Germany in the form of subsidiaries to Soviet concerns
in Russia. Before the War "Germany's arm had reached
to Vladivostock. Now the Soviet arm is reaching to

Cologne!" The arm now handled all transports for

Russia originating in Germany and all banking, insur-

ing, buying and selling of Soviet goods at wholesale, and
even at retail—Soviet oil had its own filling stations!

The Soviet Government, furthermore, had started a vigorous

campaign of dumping of Soviet manufactures, in order to

deal with the Union's difficulties in meeting obligations

abroad. All that German industry could say, in view of

this, was that it had supplied the weapons for such pro-

cedures, and was continuing to supply them. The German
Delegation simply found its apprehensions confirmed in the
longwinded and many-sided conferences it held. It saw
itself confronted by an utterly obdurate, an utterly

ruthless, will—and that will resided not so much in the
government as in the Party! (Communist Party). The
Soviet negotiators evinced a demeanour of mingled de-

jection and stubbornness. They were called every day to

the Politburo, the head of the Party, to get their instruc-

tions; and the instructions were always that Germany
could "take it or leave it", as she chose!21 (emphasis
supplied).

"The responsibility of Soviet Russia, through her persistent

underselling on the world markets, for the low price levels of com-

modities now prevailing", says the London Morning Post, "is em-

phasized in the following article", which is quoted from its issue of

June 8, 1932:

We publish a series of charts for different groups
of commodities, comparing the prices of Russian imports
on the United Kingdom market, with those of corres-

ponding supplies from other sources.

In each case the movement of prices is shown as a
percentage of the average price for 1928, the base (100)
being the average price for that year of all the supplies

coming into this market from the principal sources other
than Soviet Russia.

21Scheffer, Paul, Seven Years in Soviet Russia, p. 327
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It will be seen that Russia was already selling at 20
per cent, below the average for the "others" in 1928, and
that down to about the middle of 1929 her prices fell

more sharply than those of her competitors, then moved
more or less parallel till the end of 1931. This year,

when the damage had already been done, they have shown
a somewhat steeper rising tendency, but are still below
the lowest point reached by the others.
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In this case the divergence of Russian prices from
the others is still more marked, and is progressive through-

out the period.

RAW COTTON
The other suppliers are Egypt, the U. S. A. and

British Africa.
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In this case Russia suddenly entered the market
in 1929 at a level of prices 25 per cent, below those of

other suppliers, though they subsequently fell less steeply.

Nevertheless, here, as in the other cases, the entry of

Russia as an underseller cannot have been without material

effect on the general trend of prices.

The importance of the facts set forth in this article which

have been quoted from the London Morning Post, can hardly be

overestimated.22

Since 1927, the Soviet Government has thrown upon the world

markets from $400,000,000 to over $500,000,000 worth of products

which are highly competitive with American exports. One of the

worst features of the dumping program, which has resulted in a

decline in value of 21.7 per cent, from the amount received by the

22While strictly comparative data is unavailable from official sources in the United States,

Table 513, of the Statistical Abstract for 1931, p. 484, supplies evidential matter which tends to

corroborate the statements published in the London Morning Post; that is to say the price in-

dexes of exports of United States merchandise, taking 1923-1925 as a basis of 100, show that there

was a falling off of the index figure in

—

1926 to 92
1927 to 86
1928 to 86
1929 to 87
1930 to 79
193

1

to 62 (Data supplied Aug. 9, 1932. by the Stat. Div. of the Dept. of Com.)

It will be noted that the trend downward of the index became sharp in 1930 and very severe by
1931. Doubtless when the data for 1932 is available, it will show a still further drop.
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Soviet Government in 1931 over the sum received in 1930 in pay-

ment of exports, is the circumstance that the Communist regime

has been compelled to increase the volume of exports in an effort

to meet obligations incurred to cover payments for exports. While

the net increase in volume, according to Soviet statistics, is only

1.3 per cent, taken in bulk "the tonnage of agricultural products

shipped increased 8.2 per cent during the year, but their value

showed a drop of 21.2 per cent".28

According to a dispatch to the New York Herald-Tribune,

dated July 5, 1932,

Wheat Breaks
As Russia Sells

In Liverpool

Prices Reach Record Lows
as Soviet Offers Grain
Below Canadian Levels.

Special to the Herald Tribune

CHICAGO, July 5.— Russia fur-

nished a sensation for the wheat mar-
ket early in the day by offering wheat
in Liverpool at 51% to 52 %c. for Sep-
tember shipment. It came as a sur-

prise to the trade and started a selling

movement which carried prices in all

American markets sharply lower. It

also affected Liverpool and all foreign
markets, including Canada, especially
as the Russian wheat was offered below
the price of Canadian wheat.24

. .

Can any better evidence of the sinister effect of Soviet trade

be given to the people of all the world than that set forth in this

dispatch to the Herald-Tribune? Hardly, and the cumulative

proof that Russian trade is a great, if not the greatest factor, in

promoting universal economic distress is, in my opinion, con-

clusive.

23CF. Economic Review of the Soviet Union, June 1, 1932, p. 243.

2iNew York Herald-Tribune, July 6, 1932.
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Can The Soviet Government Buy A Billion Dollars

Worth Of Our Goods?

With these facts in mind, let us turn to a brief examination

of the financial condition of the Soviet Government. Such an

examination is absolutely essential in order that we may be in a

position to estimate, at its true value, the contention that the

United States should extend vast credits to the Communist regime

now in control at Moscow. May I say, however, that it is necessary

to preface a consideration of Russia's capacity to pay for the com-

modities which it seeks to import by the statement that statistics

of resources published by the Soviet Government cannot be taken

at their face value. Mr. Duranty, who certainly is not regarded as

unfriendly to the Soviet Government, for had he been unfriendly

he would unquestionably have long ago been expelled from Moscow,

makes the following significant statement in an article published

in the New York Times, of February 22, 1932: "According to official

figures the gold reserve is $300,000,000. Writing from Moscow I

cannot question this figure: From Berlin, I have my doubts"™

(emphasis supplied) There is in this statement of Mr. Duran:

plain intimation that no one can tell exactly what the gold reserve

of the Soviet Government may be; but, be this as it may, it cer-

tainly will not be unfair if we make an analysis of the situation on

the basis of figures published by agencies of the Russian Govern-

ment.

According to data compiled by Messrs. Budish and Shipman, of

the Economic Division of the Amtorg Trading Corporation, and

published in their book, entitled "Soviet Foreign Trade",26 the

Soviet Government exported $2,761,771,000 and imported

$3,055,285,000 from 1920 down to 1930, which shows a total

balance of trade against the Russian Government amounting to

25According to Mr. Bogdanov, in the course of his address at the luncheon of the American-
Russian Chamber of Commerce, held at the Bankers Club, New York City, on January 28, 1932

—

"The gold reserve of the State Bank increased from $249,000,000 on January 1, 1931, to $329,000,000
on January 1, 1932." (Pamphlet embodying addresses delivered at the luncheon, p.5)

26Advance copies of this book were shown to the Author in Washington by members of Congress,
to whom it had been distributed, at the time it appeared likely that legislation placing an embargo
on Soviet products might be adopted.
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$293,514,000.27 Last year, according to the Economic Review of the

Soviet Union, the balance of trade against Russia was $151,307,000,28

or a total balance of trade against the Soviet Government, since

the close of the active revolutionary period, amounting to $444,82 1 ,000.

While this figure of $444,821,000 bulks large to the eye, an even

more imposing debit balance against the Soviet Government has

been computed as a result of a most comprehensive research into

the balance of payments and the foreign debt of the Union of Social-

ist Soviet Republics by the Birmingham Bureau of Research.

According to this study, the real debt and contingent liabilities of

the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, as of October 1, 1931,

amounted to 1,205,000,000 rubles, or approximately $621,135,000.29

It is evident, therefore, that so long as the Soviet Government

has been able to meet its obligations, the debit balance must have

been covered by withdrawals from the gold reserve taken over from

the Imperial Bank of Russia by the revolutionary junta.30 In 1916

the guarantee fund (in gold) held in reserve by the Imperial Govern-

ment to cover issues of paper currency, amounted to 2,260,000,000

rubles,31
or, let us say, approximately $1,165,000,000. To this

amount must be added the $75,000,000s2 gold reserve of the

Rumanian Government deposited in Moscow at the time the German

invasion threatened the total obliteration of that country, and also,

all other reserves in gold gathered from private banks and business

institutions, of an amount for which no reliable data is available,

which were confiscated by the Bolshevists. For the purpose of

this article, however, I will assume, in order to be extremely con-

servative, that the total gold resources taken over by the revolu-

tionary governments amounted only to $1,240,000,000. A com-

27This data has been compiled from Table XLI, which appears in Soviet Foreign Trade by J. M-
Budish and Samuel S. Shipman, p. 135. It must be added that there is a foot-note appended to
Table XLI, to which reference has been made, which states that prior to 1923, the statistics em-
bodied in the table only included trade across the European frontier. It may further be stated
that there seems to be a discrepancy between the figures given by Messrs. Budish and Shipman
for 1930 and those published in the Economic Review of the Soviet Union for June 1, 1932, covering
the same period. The discrepancy, however, is not great.

^Economic Review of the Soviet Union, June 1, 1932, p.243.

29Birmingham Bureau of Research on Russian Economic Conditions, Russian Department,
University of Birmingham (England): Memorandum No. 4, February, 1932, p. 10.

30It is significant that, so far as I have been able to ascertain, the Soviet Government has never
published data upon exports of bullion.

SlThe Statesman's Year-Bsok, 1920, p.1211.

MNew York Herald, July 2, 1926.
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parison of this figure with the alleged balance now on hand in Mos-

cow indicates that there has been a depletion of gold reserve in

Russia amounting close to $1,000,000,000. How much of this sum

was dissipated during the active revolutionary period, it is impossible

to say, just as in fact, it is impossible to have any assurances that

the figures given by the Russian Government as to current assets

are correct; but, assuming that the State Bank of the Union of

Socialist Soviet Republics now has on deposit a gold reserve amount-

ing to 67,848,123 chervontzi33 (of ten rubles each), or at an exchange

valuation (according to Soviet authorities) of $5.14J/£, say, approx-

imately $349,000,000, it would appear possible for the Soviet

Government to meet current obligations during the present fiscal

year which amount to $300,000,000.34

When we take this statement of reserves and obligations into

account, bearing in mind that Dr. Schacht has pointed out that

Germany has $500,000,000 of frozen assets in Russia today, it is

difficult for anyone who chooses to deal with realities, rather than

fancies, to give any serious consideration to the contention that the

Soviet Government would be justified in the near future of being

able to buy a billion dollars worth a year of services and goods from

the United States. This argument which has been advanced by the

proponents for the recognition of the Soviet Government, both in

and out of Congress, fails to take into consideration the indisputable

fact that at the height of the power and prosperity of Imperial

Russia before the outbreak of the European War, the maximum

imports into Russia amounted to about $678,000,000 in one year

(1913).
35 That figure of value of imports, it must not be forgotten,

covers the entire territory ruled by the Czars, from which Finland,

Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Bessarabia have been

detached. The fact of the matter is that the average imports for

^Economic Review of the Soviet Union, July 15, 1932, p. 311.

34Press dispatch from Walter Duranty to the New York Times, dated Feb. 21, 1932, published
in the New York Times, of Feb. 22, 1932.

The expenditure of this sum—if indeed it really exists—would almost completely exhaust
the reserves alleged to be held against paper issues of the Soviet Government. (According to Mr.
Duranty 's dispatch the gold reserve and the obligations this year just balance that $300,000,000,
and it is necessary to repeat the question of the existence of a $300,000,000 balance.) In this
connection it may be said that affidavits have been made by former American employees of the
Soviet Government which state that the affiants have in their possession Soviet currency bearing
identical serial numbers. This evidence tends to show the utter unreliability of bank statements
issued by the Soviet regime.

&The Statesman's Year-Book, 1915, p. 1295.
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the years 1909-1913 into the area now included within the confines

of the Soviet Union amounted to not more than $441,000,000.86

This total of $441,000,000 is, be it noted, from Soviet sources of

information. Last year, as has already been stated, the total im-

ports from all the world into this area amounted to $569,000,000,37

with a very heavy adverse balance of trade against the Soviet regime

amounting to over $151,000,000. In connection with the fantastic

statements which have been issued from Soviet sources, regarding

the amazing economic progress which has been attained by the

Communist regime under the Five-Year Plan, Americans should

take good note that under the Czars from 1909-1913, inclusive, the

balance of trade with all the world ran heavily in favor of Imperial

Russia. To-day, under the so-called Dictatorship of the Proletariat,

the situation is reversed. 38

These facts and figures bring us to a consideration of a very

significant change in the attitude of those who now advocate

a grant of extensive credits to the Soviet regime, in respect to the

method by which the exporters in the United States would be

ultimately reimbursed. For example, Mr. John L. Senior, President

of the Cowham Engineering Company, who acted as chairman of

the luncheon meeting given by the American Russian Chamber of

Commerce, at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, on March

31, 1932, said: "The United States cannot sell without receiving

payment ultimately in kind. In other words, if it is going to export,

it must also import."89 (emphasis supplied). At the same meeting,

Mr. Bogdanov, the commercial representative of the Soviet Govern-

ment in the United States, said: "In the past our purchases of

American products averaged five times as great as sales of Soviet

products here. The large unfavorable balances incurred by the

U.S.S.R. in its trade with this country were covered by the sub-

stantial favorable balances in European countries, particularly

^Economic Review of the Soviet Union, June 15, 1932, p.274.

^Economic Review of the Soviet Union, June 1, 1932, p.243.

38The Statesman's Year-Book, 1915, p.1295.

39Pamphlet embodying addresses delivered at the luncheon, p.J.
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England.40 But now, when a number of countries are introducing

restrictions on the export of foreign currency and, in addition, many
European countries have gone off the gold standard, it is difficult

and less profitable to carry on trade in this manner. It is clear

that this situation compels Soviet organizations to attempt to increase

sales in this country in order to facilitate our purchases here."*1

(emphasis supplied).

These two statements, which unquestionably reflect the present

viewpoint of the Soviet representatives and their friends in the

United States, must be compared with that part of the record of

Colonel Cooper's testimony before the Ways and Means Committee

of the House of Representatives, in January 1931, which reads as

follows:

Mr. Treadway. If we increased our trade with Russia,
would the balance of trade with Russia remain practically

the same—5 to 1 ?

Mr. Cooper. That is all they told me they would ex-

pect to do—it is 6 to 1.

Mr. Treadway. It is 150 to 30 now?
Mr. Cooper. It is 180.

Mr. Treadway. The total?

Mr. Cooper. Yes, sir.

Mr. Treadway. So that the relation is about 6 to 1?

Mr. Cooper. Of the total business, and 5 to 1 on the
exchange.

Mr. Treadway. The exchange being, as I said, 5 to 1?

Mr. Cooper. Yes, sir.

Mr. Treadway. That same ratio would go all the way
through?

Mr. Cooper. Yes; the Russians have never anticipated
any other ratio.

42

In the light of all the evidence set forth in the preceding para-

graphs, it must, in my opinion, be conceded by all unbiased students

of Russian finances, that the proposition that the Soviet Govern-

40ln an address delivered at the luncheon given by the American-Russian Chamber of Commerce,
at the Bankers Club, New York City, on January 28, 1932. Mr. Bogdanov said: "Since the be-
ginning of trade relations between the Soviet Union and this country in 1923-1924, the favorable
trade balance accumulated by the United States has totaled almost $500,000,000." As pointed
out elsewhere, Mr. Bogdanov has indicated that it will be necessary to increase sales of Russian
products in the United States to cover orders placed here. If this policy is carried out, it means
that the competitive products of American labor living on a standard ten times that of Russia
will become unsalable in competition with the Russians. The economic and political effects of
this can hardly be estimated.

4iPamphlet embodying addresses delivered at the luncheon, p. 6.

42 Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, Seventy-first
Congress, Third Session, on H.R.15597, H.R.15927 and H.R.16U7, January 27 and 28, 1931, p.103.
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merit could purchase a billion dollars worth of our merchandise and

services a year and pay for them on the basis of exports into the

United States, amounting to only 1-5 or 1-6 of the total value, and

settle the balance by bills of exchange upon the rest of the world, is

so patently preposterous under existing conditions that Mr. Bog-

danov had the good sense not to suggest the possibility. What
then, can the United States import to the amount of a billion

dollars a year, which will not bring ruin upon American labor and

destroy innumerable agencies of production throughout our land?

The answer, if there be one, must be found in a study of the mer-

chandise the Soviet Government has available for export. Last

year, out of a total value of goods shipped abroad by Russia, amount-

ing to 811,210,000 rubles, agricultural exports totaled 342,255,000

rubles; that is to say, 42 per cent, of the total. "Of products of

the soil exported last year, grains were the chief group, accounting

for 94 per cent, of the total by volume."43

May I not interject here the remark—that it would be a bold

Congressman who would dare advocate letting down the bars to

these products which constitute the principal resources of the

Soviet Union for the payment of its debts. Without attempting

any speculation on this point, let us go on:

"Animal products and their manufactures made up 8 per cent

of the value of all exports. Butter was the leading item among

animal product exports, both in volume and value (24,272,000 rubles)

showing a considerable gain over 1930 Lumber and Lumber

products exported last year amounted to 115,202,000 rubles

($59,225,000), a drop of 55,784,000 rubles or nearly one-third from

the previous year Mineral products were valued at

153,755,000 rubles, as compared with 202,380,000 in 1930, and

showed a gain of nearly a million tons in volume. The largest item in

this group was oil products, which were valued at 115,663,000 rubles,

and made up one-seventh of all exports."44 (emphasis supplied).

Inasmuch as every one of the above items directly compete

with products of the United States, it would be interesting to have

^Economic Review of the Soviet Union, June 1, 1932, pp. 243-244.

^Economic Review of the Soviet Union, June 1, 1932, pp.243-244.
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pointed out to us, specifically and definitely, what products the

United States could admit as legitimate objects of exchange which

would balance an export trade from our country to Russia amounting

to a billion dollars. The fact of the matter is, there is no such

product, or group of products, as a detailed examination of the list

of products available for export in any substantial quantity from

Soviet Russia will conclusively demonstrate.45

The Soviet Government's Monopoly Of Trade

Now it only remains to say a few words about the question of

whether or not the American people should allow a monopoly to

enter the American market. In the opinion of close students of

the issues which have been discussed in this article, the Soviet

monopoly of foreign trade is the most efficient tool for the spread

of communism in every country of the world.46 G. T. Grinko,

Commissar of Finance, who has published a comprehensive study

of the Five-Year Plan, for which he was largely responsible, said of it:

"It is the most important part of the work preparatory to the World

Revolution."47

From this standpoint alone, in my opinion, agencies or organi-

zations such as Amtorg, whose purpose seems to be similar to

that of Arcos in London, and Iuyamtorg in South America,

should not be allowed to function in the United States.48 Here is

45Americans should not lose sight of the fact that a new trade agreement between the German
Reich and the Soviet Government was signed on June 15th, 1932. In general it continues, with
certain modifications, the previous arrangements under which the credits on orders are partially
covered by a government guaranty amounting to 60 per cent, of the sums involved as provided by
a German law passed in February, 1926. Economic Review of the Soviet Union, July 15, 1932, p. 295.

This question of German Government guarantees for private credits to stimulate trade with
Russia is of vital interest to the American people, because, according to a special cable to the
New York Times, dated August 2nd, it is stated that the "Reich Would Seek Private Debts Cut
at World Parley. High German Official Expresses Hope for Interest Reduction or Capital Conver-
sion." At the present time it appears that industrial and banking interests are opposing objections
to a plan which, if put into effect, would make the United States through its grant of a Moratorium
virtually a guarantor of an industrial expansion in Germany. Such a policy would not only be a
threat to American labor and producing agencies, but also, insofar as it aids in the development of
the Communist regime to promote world revolution, would constitute a menace to existing political
institutions throughout the world. (CF. New York Times, Aug. 3, 1932.)

46CF. Scheffer, Paul, Seven Years in Soviet Russia, p.235.

47Scheffer, Paul, Seven Years in Soviet Russia, p. 347.

48A dispatch to the New York Times, dated Cairo, August 4, 1932, published in the New York
Times of August 5, under the caption

—"Soviet Trade Chief Ordered From Egypt: Buyer Sent to
Purchase Cotton Is Said to Have Violated Conditions of Entry," says: "Great interest and con-
sternation were manifested in commercial and political circles here with the announcement today
by the Public Security Department of Egypt, that the government had sent a letter to M. Vorbieff

,

director of the Russian Trade Bureau here, ordering him to leave Egypt not later than Aug. 23.
M. Vorbieff received permission to enter the country some time ago only for commercial transac-
tions, and especially to purchase cotton for Russia."
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what the Soviet Union Year Book for 1930, has to say in regard to

the organization of Russian foreign trade:

The monopoly of foreign trade, regarded from the
standpoint of the planning of the national economy, and for-

eign trade in particular, makes it possible for the State to

fix the quantities in which commodities required by the
country shall be imported, and what quantities of com-
modities remaining as the surplus over home consumption
are to be exported. That is to say, the monopoly of foreign

trade makes it possible for the country to regulate its

imports and exports in its own interests, and thus facilitate

its economic development. Another advantage of the mono-
poly is the concentration by the State of foreign trade in a few
specialized organizations. This concentration and centrali-

zation of foreign trade effects a considerable saving to

the country.

.... Foreign firms can address themselves to

the trade organizations of the Soviet Union in their own
country, which in themselves comprehend all the foreign trade

operations of the Union and in whose hands are concentrated

all purchases and sales within the given country.4* (emphasis
supplied).

Now that statement by itself alone would seem to indicate the

operation of a monopoly, and if this were so it apparently would be

in contravention of the intent of the provisions of the Statute of

August 27. 1S94, c. 349, Sec. 73, 28 Stat. 570; Feb. 12, 1913, c. 40,

Stat. 667, which reads as follows:

Even.' combination, conspiracy, trust, agreement, or

contract is declared to be contrary to public policy, illegal.

and void when the same is made by or between two or

more persons or corporations either of whom, as agent or

principal, is engaged in importing any article from any
foreign country into the United States, and when such
combination, conspiracy, trust, agreement, or contract is

intended to operate in restraint of lawful trade, or free

competition in lawful trade or commerce, or to increase

the market price in any part of the United States of any
article or articles imported or intended to be imported
into the United States, or of any manufacture into which
such imported article enters or is intended to enter.

person who shall be engaged in the importation of
goods or any commodity from any foreign country in viola-

«Sorirf Union Year Book, 1930, p.275.
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tion of this Section, or who shall combine or conspire with
another to violate the same, is guilty of a misdemeanor,
and on conviction thereof in any court of the United States
such person shall be fined in a sum not less than $100 and
not exceeding $5,000, and shall be further punished by
imprisonment, in the discretion of the court, for a term
not less than three months nor exceeding twelve months.80

(emphasis supplied)

.

Now, whether the advertisement inserted by the Amtorg

Trading Corporation, 261 Fifth Avenue, New York City, in the

Soviet Year-Book for 1930, correctly describes that institution as the

"Sole Representatives in the United States of America of the Prin-

cipal Import, Export and Industrial Organizations of the U.S.S.R.

(Russia)," or not, this much seems certainly true, that is, that

the whole spirit of our institutions, as an examination of our statutes

demonstrates conclusively, is against the control of commerce and

industry by any monopoly, whether it be domestic or foreign.

Now, in order that nobody may have any illusions as to the fact

that the Soviet Government utilizes its trade monopoly along lines

which are wholly antipathetic to our political ideals, I quote the

following statement made by M. M. Litvinoff, Commissar for

Foreign Affairs, on July 25, 1930:

The governments that support this campaign, (against

Soviet activities) which originates with small interested

groups competing with our export trade, and that raise

artificial barriers, legislative or other, against the imports
of our raw materials and other goods, must not be so naive
as to imagine that those measures are not going to cause a
reduction or a discontinuance of our imports from those
countries.51

Carrying out this idea, the following decree was issued by the

Council of People's Commissars of the U.S.S.R., on October 20,

1930:

To propose to the Commissariat for Trade the follow-

ing measures to be adopted in respect to those countries

which establish for Soviet trade special restrictive regu-

50Sec. 8. Trusts in restraint of import trade illegal; penalty. U. S. Code, Compact Edition (1928),
West Publishing Co. p.346.

5lBudish, J. M. and Shipman, Samuel S., Soviet Foreign Trade, p. 263. Economic Review of the
Soviet Union, Sept. 1, 1930.
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lations, either of a legal or administrative nature, not
operative for other countries, which interfere with the

normal import of Soviet goods: Firstly, to stop absolute-

ly or to restrict to the utmost orders and purchases in

those countries; secondly, to cease using the tonnage of

those countries; thirdly, to draft, in conjunction with the

Commissariat for Transportation, special restrictive

regulations for goods in transit to or from such countries;

fourthly, in conjunction with the Commissariat for

Transportation, to take measures to stop entirely or to

reduce to the utmost the utilization of ports of those

countries and their facilities for Soviet transit or re-export

operations.52

It is hardly necessary to point out that these declarations

represent the very essence of the evils of monopoly. Once such an

institution becomes established, it has in its power the ability to

throttle absolutely any of our domestic enterprises which attempt to

meet it on a competitive basis. To cite one example of the effect

of a foreign monopoly being able to throw into the United States

unlimited quantities of a commodity which we produce and ab-

solutely destroy that industry, it may be pointed out that every

asbestos mine in the United States is now shut down. The question

as to whether in respect to this particular industry, a violation of

our existing statutes has taken place, is now, I understand, in liti-

gation. It is, therefore, very astonishing in the light of the plank

relating to monopolies in the platform adopted at the National

Convention of the Democratic Party in Chicago, in July, that

such outstanding Democrats as Senator Robinson and Rep-

resentative Rainey, leaders respectively of their Party in the Senate

and House of Representatives, should be advocates for the promo-

tion of trade with Russia under the conditions which have been set

forth above. This attitude toward the Russian monopoly and the

method by which its interests have been promoted by Americans

having a financial stake in its operations, is so strangely at variance

with the viewpoint of other pro-Soviet members of Congress toward

agents of our great domestic corporations, that it can only be ex-

52Budish, J. M. and Shipman, Samuel S., Soviet Foreign Trade, pp.263-264; Economic Review
of the Soviet Union, Dec. 1, 1930, p.458.
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plained by a lack of knowledge of the trade policies being pursued

by the Soviet Government throughout the world.53

Before leaving this economic phase of our relations with the

Soviet regime, it may not be out of place to say, that, with one

statement made by Colonel Cooper, the great exponent of the

policy of trade expansion with Russia, all students of the question

will be in cordial agreement. Speaking before the American Section

of the U.S.S.R. Chamber of Commerce for Western Trade, the

Colonel said: "On the question of trade relations between Russia

and the United States, I do not think that I ought to be taken too

seriously on what I am about to say to you because I am not a

manufacturer and not in trade; I am an engineer."64

Shall We Recognize The Promoters Of World Revolution?

Allusion has already been made to the fact that the recognition

of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics and the trade agreements

entered into with the Communist Dictatorship in Moscow by the

governments of various European nations were largely actuated

by political considerations rather than from a desire to cultivate

a close economic relationship with a regime dedicated to world

revolution. For example: when the English Foreign Office first

entered into the negotiations with Moscow which eventuated in the

recognition of the Soviet regime and the formulation of a trade

agreement, it was a condition precedent to the consummation of

this policy that revolutionary agitation instigated by the Com-

munists in control of Russia should immediately cease in the British

Empire. This agitation did not cease, and whatever may be said

in respect to the promptitude with which, up to the present time,

the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics has met its financial obliga-

53It may be well in this connection to call the reader's attention to the fact that Colonel Cooper,
President of the American-Russian Chamber of Commerce, said in the course of his address before
the U.S.S.R. Chamber of Commerce for Western Trade, on September 23, 1930: "I think that
your Moscow Amtorg knows very well that in New York whenever the American Amtorg wants
anything we can possibly do, the Chamber gets very busy and does it, and we have been very
effective." (Stenographic copy of Colonel Cooper's remarks on that occasion, p. 5.)

54Stenographic copy of Colonel Cooper's address "Trade Relations between Russia and the
United States", delivered before the American Section, U.S.S.R. Chamber of Commerce for Western
Trade, on September 23, 1930; p.2.
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tions,56
it is indisputable that political pledges, solemnly assumed,

have been disregarded without the slightest hesitation when such

action seemed advantageous. The record of correspondence be-

tween the British Government and the Foreign Office of the Union

of Socialist Soviet Republics published in the Blue Books, issued

by His Majesty's Stationery Office in London, and the debates in

the House of Commons tell the story in its full amplitude.

It is said on the very best authority that "the Russians took

part with an extreme and altogether blatant energy in the British

coal strike of 1926, and gave their participation the character of a

far-reaching 'intervention' by organizing their 'Anglo-Russian

Strike Committee.' They furthermore set a political objective to

their interference, with some success, as the event proved. The

English miners conducted their strike with extreme bitterness.

The English public at the time observed that an effort was being

made to divert English labour from its insular 'social loyalty' and

turn it toward the class struggle and world revolution; and it now

perceives that the effect was not altogether in vain.

"The English public is sincerely alarmed. It feels that the

same forces are being employed, though with different methods,

against England in China. So, in one of their most important

economic spheres, and then again on their own soil, they see the

same programme in operation against them. Between strike and

China, England has lost some 300 million pounds" (approximately

55In view of the fact that the proponents of the recognition of Russia and the advocates of trade
expansion with that country frequently assert that the U.S.S.R. has met all obligations of an eco-
nomic character with meticulous exactitude, the following evidence to the contrary is extremely
pertinent:

RUSSIA STILL REFUSES
TO PAY

Lena Goldfields Award
Unsettled

Sir W. Davison (C. Kensington, S.) asked the Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs to in-
form the House of the result of the representations made in February last by H. M. Ambassador
at Moscow to the Soviet authorities with regard to the failure of the Soviet Government to make
payment of the arbitral award of September 22, 1930, amounting to approximately £13,000,000 in
favour of Lena Goldfields, Limited, and when it was expected that payment will be made.

Mr. Eden—The Soviet Government have not made any offer of settlement of a nature which the
Company would feel able to accept, and the matter is now being considered further.

Sir W. Davison—Seeing that this enormous sum, settled by an arbitral tribunal, has been
owing for some years, does the Minister not think the British Government ought to take some active
steps?

Mr. Eden—We are taking such steps as lie in our power. If Sir W. Davison will put the question
down again in a weeks time I hope to be able to tell him the result.

Colonel Gretton (C Burton)—Can the Minister explain what he means by the concluding
words of his answer—the matter is being further considered? By whom? By this Government,
the Government in Moscow, or by whom?
Mr. Eden—By H. M. Government. (London Morning Post, May 3, 1932.)
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$1,500,000,000) "in the course of one year; and Moscow can boast

that in that same single year, 1926, Soviet Russia has won in both

places victories along the pathway to her ideal which will figure in

world history." 56

A dispatch from Geneva, dated July 5, 1932, to the London

Morning Post, says: "An offensive, against the British Empire in

particular, is to be launched this month at Geneva by the Inter-

national Congress of Anti-Militarist Organizations. The Congress is

ostensibly announced as a gathering of various peace organizations

in the world to decide upon a strong line of action in relation to

disarmament. In reality, it will be an occasion of intensive Bol-

shevik propaganda. It is significant that the organizing initiative

has been taken by Moscow For some time past a special

study has been made of the conditions in different British Dom-

inions and Colonies and countries under British influence, and the

organizers have decided that Bolshevik propaganda in certain of

these countries must now be intensified. Attention is devoted more

particularly at the moment to Australia and Egypt In some

of the British Colonies the aggressive action is to be co-ordinated

with similar action among the coloured population in other countries.

The organizers in this section are instructed to concentrate on

stirring up discontent and disaffection among the natives

Lenin's slogan, 'Peace is impossible without a series of revolutions,'

has been adopted as the watchword of the Communists who will

attend the forthcoming congress."57

In South America, as every reader of the daily papers must be

aware, Communist propaganda is being conducted on a large scale.

Mr. Homero Viteri Lafronte, former Ecuadorean Minister of Foreign

Relations, said not long ago that "the indefatigable and tenacious

activity of the agents of Russia in propagating their political doc-

trines throughout the world is no secret to any one." 58

This opinion of a well known South American statesman is

corroborated in full by a very able study of Communist activities

56Scheffer, Paul, Seven Years in Soviet Russia, pp. 243-244.

^London Morning Post, July 6, 1932.

MNew York Times, June 12, 1932.
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in South America, made by Mr. John W. White, whose interesting

report of the situation should be read by every citizen desirous of

forming a dispassionate opinion upon the question of whether or

not the Soviet Government is promoting revolutionary activity

throughout the world. Among other things, Mr. White says:

Two confidential agents of the Soviet, Boris Kraevsky
and Arcadio Bolodin, were the first to be sent to South
America to look over the field. They visited Argentina,
Uruguay, Chile, Bolivia and Peru, ostensibly on a com-
mercial mission; as a result of their survey, Montevideo
was selected as the base of operations and the continent
organized into two regions, the more northerly of which
includes, besides the northern tier of South American
countries, Mexico, Central America and the Antilles.

Montevideo, in addition to being the chief seat of

the political effort of Communists in South America, is

now also the headquarters of the commercial organization,

which removed its principal office from Buenos Aires last

July, when President Uriburu canceled its charter, an in-

vestigation having shown that the Iuyamtorg was actively

engaged in spreading Communist propaganda in Argentina

Political activities of the Iuyamtorg had been known
to the Argentine police and Federal Government long
before Uriburu took action. When the British Government
closed Arcos House, the Iuyamtorg headquarters in London,
and cabled to Buenos Aires the names of Communist
agitators listed at Arcos House as assigned to Argentina,
the Argentine police stated that there was not a single name
on the list which they had not already encountered.

The Iuyamtorg has been a heavy purchaser and exporter

of raw materials needed in Russia and its policy has been to

conduct its business in such manner as to give South A merican
producers the impression that the formal diplomatic recogni-

tion of the Moscow Government would increase the Russian
purchases of South American products.

On occasion when there has been a dull and down-
ward tendency in any South American commodity market,
the Russian agency has ceased purchasing. Then when
the bottom seemed to have been reached, it has rushed
into the market and bought heavily, so that prices would
go up. The Russian buyers have said to producers,
"You see, when Russia buys you have a good market
for your products and prices are good. If your government
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would recognize the Soviet, Russia would be in the market
all the time and there would be no depression." 69 (emphasis
supplied)

In this connection it may be said, with assurance, that it

would be difficult to find better evidence of the evils of permitting

a foreign monopoly to operate in the domestic markets of any

country. Furthermore, this statement affords corroboration of the

comments made by Mr. Scheffer upon the commercial methods of

the Soviet Government within the borders of the German Reich,

to which allusion has already been made.

Additional corroboration of the above quoted statements regard-

ing Soviet revolutionary activities which are right up-to-date, may be

found in a dispatch to the New York Times, dated Lima, May 9, 1932,

which reads in part as follows: "Investigation of Saturday night's

mutiny on the cruisers Almirante Grau and Coronel Bolognesi in

Callao harbor has established definite connection with the Soviet

committee at Montevideo, according to an official statement given

to your correspondent this afternoon. Police are holding a prom-

inent Uruguayan Communist who arrived recently with pamphlets

entitled 'How to Conduct Revolutionary Propaganda in Barracks';"60

also, even more recently, the London Morning Post published a

communication from its special correspondent in Brussels, dated

July 11, to the following effect: "The police have arrested a dozen

Communists and have seized a voluminous correspondence with

Moscow, as well as a sum of 10,000 francs. The documents have

been perused this afternoon by the Prosecutor-General of Mons,

and reveal that an important Communist scheme was prepared to

provoke a revolution in Belgium. Letters from Communists of

Paris and Berlin were found, and also large posters inciting the

Army to revolt and instituting a Soviet governing council."61

59The following special cable to the New York Times, dated Buenos Aires, June 29th last, demon
strates conclusively that the leading papers of the Argentine have no illusions respecting Soviet
activities: "La Nation and other representative newspapers are vigorously opposing a move in
Congress to recognize the Soviet Government and permit the reopening of the local offices of
Iuzhamtorg, the Soviet trade agency. Former Provisional President Uriburu closed the offices
a year ago on the charge that Iuzhamtorg used its commercial activities to cloak Communist po-
litical propaganda." {New York Times, June 30, 1932.)

&)New York Times, May 10, 1932.

^London Morning Post, July 12, 1932.
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In the light of the convincing evidence set forth above, which

is, in fact, but a mere fragment of the mass of material available,

it is inconceivable that the American people would tolerate for one

moment the establishment of a Soviet Embassy in Washington and

consulates throughout the United States cloaked with customary

diplomatic immunities. From the time when Joffe was first sent

to Berlin, as an Ambassador from Moscow, and turned the Embassy

into a headquarters for the distribution of revolutionary propa-

ganda, down to the present day, it is demonstrable not only from

official documents, but also from the statements of former diplo-

matic representatives of the Soviet Government itself, that the

Communist regime has persistently and consistently utilized its

diplomatic agents surreptitiously for the promotion of revolutionary

activities in the countries to which they are accredited. Perhaps, it

may be well to add, that the old fiction that the Soviet Government

cannot control, and has nothing to do with, the activities of the

Third International has been long ago exploded by official declara-

tions issued by the governments of every country, including our

own, which has come in conflict with the Soviet regime in connection

with its efforts to promote world revolution.

It is now a matter of common knowledge that the Communist

Party through the Politburo holds every function of the Soviet

Government in its grip. For this reason, it is absolutely necessary

that the American people, and particularly those in public life or

holding responsible positions in great financial institutions, now

having relations with the Soviet regime, should recognize something

of the idiology of communism. In Pravda, the official organ of the

Central Committee and Moscow Committee of the All Union Com-

munist Party of the Bolsheviki, on July 11, 1931, appeared a "poem"

from which the following is a translation of a significant excerpt:

We will utterly destroy
The golden tower of terrible New York!
Our angry fingers will tickle till the blood comes
The fat, terrible throat.

We
Will destroy
Down to the seventh generation
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The decadent supports of the floors.

In vain its maidens will fall on their knees
Before our sharp and shining knives!

Out of the midst of Red hatred
We will catch their bloody dogs62

And scalp them!
The iron framework of its mansions and towers
Will melt in the fire

And become smaller than sand!
Its corpse

Is melting in our fire

There will be no remnants for the funeral,

A blazing black torch
He will light the last front for us!

So!

In this way!
But what next? . . .

But next?
NEXT—
In a few bright years
We, fighting, hardy youth,

Will build on an earth
Cleansed from rubbish
The North American
United
Socialist States.63

Inasmuch as it cannot be said that a Russian textbook of the

Evening Soviet Party Schools and Topical Clubs represents merely

a spasmodic outburst of individual sentiment64 toward the economic

system in vogue throughout Western Europe and in the United

States, I quote the following paragraphs from "Capitalism and

Socialism", by A. Leontyev:

Socialism and Communism

The final goal of the revolutionary struggle of the

workers' class of all countries is World Communism. It

would indeed be a futile loss of time to make guesses as

62The "lackeys" of Capitalism.

63Reprinted in the Novy Mir, (The New World) Communist newspaper, New York City, August
8, 1931.

64ln order that there may be no doubt in the minds of the reader in respect of the fact that the
Communist Party dominates the educational program of the Soviet Government, I quote the
following translation of an article which appeared in the Antirehgioznik, of February, 1932:

"The new school programmes are drawn up under the influence of the resolution passed by
the Central Council of the Communist Party (5th September) and they have made use of much
anti-religious material. A special circular letter is being prepared in the Narcompross of the RSFR
which will establish the method necessary for anti-religious education. Many organizations, under
the guidance of the Narcompross (Commissariat of Education) are co-operating with the League
of Militant Godless." (26th July. 1932.) Weekly Bulletin of Communists and Socialist Activities,
published by the Subversive Movements Investigation Department (Foreign Press Cuttings)
Conservative & Unionist Central Office, Palace Chambers, Westminster, S. W. 1 (London, England).
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to how all the details of human life would appear under
communism. But the basic sketches of communistic
society appear quite clearly.

It is easy to understand that human society must
travel a long road before it reaches fully developed
Communism. Before reaching the full development of

Communism human society passes through a lower stage
of communism called socialism. Thus there is no impass-
able precipice between communism and socialism. Social-

ism in the process of its development passes on and grows
into full Communism. Socialism is only a lower stage,

the initial step of Communism, when still well known
survivals and remnants of the capitalist regime are

preserved, which came out of the bosom of that society.

Socialism then is in this manner the first stage to the
Communist regime, when the new social order still carries

in itself a whole series of traces of the old society from
the bosom of which it sprang. With socialism private

ownership of the means of production is destroyed. The
means of production are socialized and become the prop-
erty of society as a whole. In this manner the basis of

capitalist exploitation is destroyed, the basis of division

into classes. Socialism means the destruction of class

contradictions, the destruction of classes as a whole. Al-

though the survivals of class distinction still remain.

Socialism opens a clear road for the further progress

toward communist society.66

Within the borders of our own nation, the Freiheit, a Communist

daily, having a sworn circulation of 64,067,66 carried in its issue of

June 21, 1932, an editorial entitled "An Election Platform for the

Mobilization of the Masses," as adopted at their Schenectady con-

vention, from which the following is a translation of an excerpt:

The Communist Party does not sow any illusions

among the workers as to the all-powerfulness of the ballot.

The Communist Party underlines and proves through daily

practices that only by force can the workers get their

rights and drag out of the ruling class even small conces-

sions. And in this struggle the need for organization

grows; in it grows the revolutionary determination of the

workers. The election campaign is part and expression of

65/1 Beginner's Course in Political Economics. Textbook for Evening Soviet Party Schools and
Topical Clubs. OGIZ, (The Moscow Worker), Moscow-Leningrad, 1931 (Translation).

^Report of the Special Committee to Investigate Communist Activities in the United States, January
17, 1931; p. 20.
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the class struggle that comes up daily. The election cam-
paign must be used more and more to mobilize the masses
in the struggle against Capitalism and their parties; to

organize the workers and poor farmers on the conscious-

ness of the revolutionary class struggle; to lead the masses
through minor victories to the decisive victory over the
Capitalist system.

The election platform of the Communist Party is a
mighty weapon for the mobilizing and organizing of the
masses. It opens broad possibilities for the Party to con-

nect itself with the masses and their struggles. And in

this work we must thrust ourselves with new strength and
with a strong will to win. (emphasis supplied).

Ten days before the President of the United States issued

his statement explaining the reason for calling out United States

troops to maintain public order in Washington, in which he said:

"An examination of a large number of names discloses the fact

that a considerable part of those remaining are not veterans; many

are Communists and persons with criminal records,"67 the Novy

Mir, the Russian organ of the Communist Party in the United

States, printed the following article:

Thousands of ex-soldiers who defended the profits of

the American bourgeoisie during the time of the World War,
are marching on Washington demanding the payment of the
bonus.

The phenomenal movement of the veterans caught the
bourgeoisie unawares. At the inception of this movement
the attitude of the Washington administration and the
entire bourgeois press was inimical, but has lately changed.
The bourgeois press has mobilized all the talent of mercenary
writers in order to awaken patriotic sentiment in the
veterans. The Washington ^administration has begun to

give dwellings and food to the hungry veterans. All this is

done indeed, not to fulfill the just demands of the veterans,
such an attitude was caused by fear in the presence of the
growing revolutionary sentiment among the veterans.

In every city there must be organized, Workers'
League of Ex-Servicemen which must acquaint all the
veterans with the program of the League, mobilizing the
veterans not only for the struggle for the bonus but also

for a struggle jointly with the workers' class for Social

Insurance, against a new world war and for the defense of

the Soviet Union.

WNew York Times, July 29, 1932.
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The bourgeoisie took every measure to compel the
veterans to disperse to their homes. The lackeys of the bour-
geoisie—Socialist and mercenary leaders of the American
Federation of Labor have taken every means of forcing the
veterans to break down their obstinacy and to make them
leave Washington without anything.

Only the Communist Party is leading a real fight for

the payment of the bonus, but it was not sufficiently pre-

pared to direct the phenomenal movement of the veterans
and to transform it into an organized struggle for their

own interests. Yet under the leadership of the Communist
Party the Ex-Servicemen's League was formed which
mobilizes the ex-soldiers for the struggle for the bonus, for

Unemployment Insurance and for Social Insurance.

The struggle of the veterans for their rights will con-
tinue. All the veterans must unite around the Ex-Service-
men's League, ridding the veterans of their lack of interest

in politics, which in practice leads to co-operation with the
reactionary fascist Legion which stands on guard over the
interests of Wall Street's profits.

Dire want and hunger force the workers into the fight

—which is often beyond control.

The task of the Communist Party—to give this spon-
taneous movement an organized character. But in order
that this movement may not find us unprepared it is

necessary right now to carry on an intensive preparation.68

Commenting editorially on the action of the Veterans in Wash-

ington, the Freiheit, in its issue of July 31, 1932, said in part:

The fires of the battle of Washington is a call to all

workers, farmers, veterans, employed or unemployed,
white and negroes. You are all in the category of the

exploited. You must unite and fight against starvation.

Unite and force the rulers to yield to your demands.
Unite and smash the bloody ruling of the Capitalist

oppressors. •

Fight under the flag of the all-world Communist
Party, against imperialist wars. Protect the Soviet
Union. 69

In leaving this phase of the Russian problem, let me suggest

that it must not be for a moment forgotten that the Communist

Party in America is not a separate entity, but an integral part of

the Communist Party of the world now in control of the Union of

Socialist Soviet Republics, and that the Constitution of the Soviet

MNovy Mir (The New World), June 18, 1932 (Translation).

^Translation.
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Union holds out an invitation to the peoples of all nations of the

world to overthrow their governments, establish a socialist state

and become an integral section of the Union, which a curious com-

bination of Communists, sentimentalists, and individuals having

a purely selfish interest at stake, are asking us to recognize.70

Conclusion

In the preceding pages of this article, the following facts,

it seems to me, have been conclusively demonstrated:

1. High public officials and candidates for office have been
influenced to change their views upon the Russian question

by a comprehensive campaign of propaganda conducted not
only by official agents of a foreign government, but supported,
and possibly given its principal effect, by Americans who have
been, or are now, either in the pay of the Soviet Government
or hopeful that they may receive important contracts which
will return to them, and the corporations with which they
are connected, substantial profits. 71 It may be said that no
one disputes the fact that an individual may make a profit

from his relationship in one or other of these categories in

his dealings with the Soviet Government, but, the personal

profits of an individual, or, of a small group of corporations,

should not, under any circumstance, be allowed to sway the
policies of our Government upon a question which is of vital

interest to the whole people—an issue which is not only

70CF Constitution of the Soviet Union, printed in the Soviet Year Book, 1930. Here are a few
significant excerpts from the Soviet Constitution:

"Since the time of the formation of the Soviet Republics, the States of the world have
divided into two camps: the camp of Capitalism and the camp of Socialism.

Only in the camp of the Soviets, only under the conditions of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat, mustering around itself the majority of the population, has it proved possible to destroy
national oppression at the roots, to establish an atmosphere of mutual confidence and to lay the
foundations of the brotherly collaboration of peoples.

Finally, the very construction of Soviet authority, international by its class nature, impels
the labouring masses of the Soviet Republics to the path of amalgamation in one Socialist family.

.... it (the U.S.S.R.) serves as a trustworthy bulwark against world capitalism, and a
new decisive step along the path of the union of the workers of all countries in a World Socialist
Soviet Republic." (pp. 1, 2 and 3.)

7lColonel Cooper, President of the American Russian Chamber of Commerce, said on September
23, 1930, in the course of an address delivered in Moscow before the U.S.S.R. Chamber of Com-
merce for Western Trade: "Now then, we have had in America some difficulties on the credit sit-

uation. // America is going to do the work for Russia that it ought to do, if it is going to render the
help which it is anxious to render, the present credit situation has got to be greatly improved. I want to
tell you a little about some troubles we have had in America recently on the credit situation, wherein
I must speak very critically of America. We have a great many difficulties in America with politi-

cians. They are the curse of our existence. Just why the Lord made a politician I never did know, and
if I ever meet with the Lord I will ask him." (Stenographic copy of Colonel Cooper's remarks,
p. 4.) Emphasis supplied.
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fraught with peril to the institutions under which we live,

but also to the peoples of all the world holding the same
general ideals of freedom as our own.

2. It has been proved, in my opinion, that the possibility of the
Soviet Government being able to purchase and pay for
American merchandise to the amount of One Billion Dollars
a year is a fantastic illusion, and that Russia can import and
pay for Four Billion Dollars worth of commodities from the
world at large seems to me a mere chimera of an over-heated
imagination.

3. Finally, such substantial evidence that the Communist
regime in Moscow is, within this very year and down to

the present date, engaged in the promotion of world revolu-

tion just as heretofore, has been established beyond per-

adventure of doubt.

If it is conceded that the three propositions set forth above

are indeed proved, it may well be asked what constructive program

can be suggested which will, in some measure at least, lift the world

out of its present wide-spread depression. In my opinion, a truly

constructive program for the future would be the promotion of a

joint agreement between the non-communist nations of the world for

an embargo on Russian trade. If such an agreement can be developed

it will not only put an end, once and for all, to price smashing tactics

which have resulted from the dumping of $400,000,000 to

$500,000,000 worth of Soviet goods on the world markets, but, par-

ticularly, through the re-establishment of agriculture and industry

operated by free labor, the purchasing power of all nations will un-

questionably reach the standards from which there has been such a

wide shrinkage since Russian competition became a menace to the

economic system under which we live.

New York, August 15, 1932.
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POSTSCRIPT

After the text of this article was finished, an announcement

appeared in the morning papers that two of our leading financial

institutions were about to put upon the American market an issue

of bonds of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics. The political

repercussion was immediately unfavorable. Promptly the report

was denied. Was it a trial balloon launched by business interests

friendly to the Soviet Government? Was it an attempt by Soviet

agents to test American sentiment?

At the moment it is too early to answer these questions with

assurance of a firm foundation for any conclusion, but the sug-

gestion of such a loan recalls to my mind the substance of a state-

ment made to me some time ago by a great European statesman:

'I am wholly unable to understand,' said this high-minded man,

'how your American bankers who have made heavy loans to the

Communists in Moscow can sit in their offices when the vaults

beneath them, choked with collateral torn from the dead and dying,

reek with the stench of corpses.' Strong words, but not too strong!

If there is not the moral sense among our people to refuse to grasp

"the Bloody hand of Russia"; if there is not the common sense

among business leaders to realize that every dollar loaned to the

Soviet Union is a dollar dedicated to the destruction of our great

heritage, is it too much to hope that every stockholder in corpora-

tions extending credits of any kind to the Proletarian Dictatorship

will hold their officers and Boards of Directors personally responsible

for every dollar which they may lose in such traffic?

Canada has shown foresight. Canada has been bold. Let us

be not less intelligent, nor less courageous, than our kindred to the

north in offering to lead the world back to prosperity through

the economic and political isolation of the Communist regime in

Russia.
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